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These stories are designed so that you (or a 
member of your congregation) can either read 
them as they stand or retell them in your own 
words. There is a PowerPoint presentation to 
illustrate them, and here we have indicated in 
grey which slides correspond with which parts of 
each story. 

Workplace and Anna Chaplains 
share inspirational stories of 
drawing alongside people 

“Comforter, listener, chameleon, navigator, guide, 
guest, servant, pioneer…”

These are some of the words the chaplains we 
spoke to used to capture their vision. They are 
all seeking to be “present, consistent, adaptable, 
flexible, responsive, creative, resilient, approachable, 
compassionate, gentle, brave … and prayerful”.

The Mission in Britain Fund currently supports 18 
chaplaincy placements. It’s hard to imagine a better 
way of investing in coming alongside people. Let’s 
imagine ourselves following two of them beyond our 
church walls and out into their communities.

Meet: Matt Albury, Workplace and Prison 
Chaplain in Bristol

Each week, Matt shows up at: 
 two commercial sites (Rolls Royce and Airbus)
 the fire service (Avon Fire & Rescue Service Head 

Office and the Temple Fire and Rescue Station)
 Her Majesty’s Prison Bristol.

He also leads a team of chaplains for the international 
traders who work at the city’s Christmas Market each 
year.

Meet Matt 
Matt Albury 
Workplace and 
Prison Chaplain 
Bristol 
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Matt serves 
and supports: 
–  the staff at two 

businesses 

–  the fire service 

–  Her Majesty’s 
Prison Bristol 

–  traders at the 
city’s annual 
Christmas 
market. 
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GIVING THE GIFT 
OF PRESENCE
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Matt says, “I see my primary role as coming alongside 
people in their space – and serving them. Jesus went 
off the beaten track to find people. He was the Son of 
God but he chose to be present to us. I try to mirror 
that. That’s where the kingdom is: in being out there, 
where he already is, serving and bringing comfort to 
people.”

People can either meet and talk with Matt on an ad 
hoc basis, or book in longer sessions to talk through 
things with him in more depth. As a result of his 
methodical, consistent approach over several years, 
Matt has built up trust. People know he is safe and 
confidential; that his only agenda is them. 

Matt listens to people as they discuss grievance or 
capability hearings, workplace stress, relationship 
problems, mental health struggles, addiction issues 
within their families, or workplace bullying. He 
usually offers empathy and encouragement so they 
are empowered to face whatever they are going 
through. But sometimes he also needs to speak up 
for them. “It often takes you well beyond your own 
comfort zone,” Matt says. “Some of the things you 
see and hear break your heart and make you feel, 
‘What can I do?’ But you can always give the gift of 
being present and listening with your whole self.”

Recently, Matt has received training to start 
teaching secular meditation techniques in the 
workplace. Already, more than 80 people have 
taken part in his lunchtime sessions. These 
workshops are also proving a brilliant bridge into 
the general chaplaincy service for people who had 
not spoken to him previously.

Matt says, “The essence of chaplaincy is going.” Being 
out there to meet people is what the Mission in Britain 
Fund can support because of your help. John Wesley 
famously said, “The world is my parish.” He was right 
because that is where Jesus dwells: out amongst the 
people wherever they live and work, always close to 
those who are frail or vulnerable.

Matt’s top 
priorities are 
being 
consistently 
present, 
listening and 
serving. 
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Typical things people come to 
see Matt about include: 
–  grievance or capability hearings 
–  workplace stress 
–  relationship problems 
–  mental health struggles 
–  addiction issues within their families 
–  workplace bullying. 

“The world is 
my parish” 

Your support of 
chaplains like Matt 
through the Mission 
in Britain Fund helps 
the Methodist Church 
follow Jesus in 
bringing comfort in 
workplaces, prisons, 
and amongst the 
frailest and most 
vulnerable members 
of our society. 
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Meet Rachel Sturt, Anna Chaplain to older 
people in Alton, Hampshire

Rachel has only taken over this role in the last 
few months, but has inherited a work of love 
faithfully built up since 2010 by two previous 
chaplains. One of these, Debbie Thrower, works 
alongside Rachel some of the time.1

Rachel says,  
“I have a particular interest in ministry to older people 
and those living with dementia, as I feel these people 
are often overlooked and should be valued.”

1 Debbie was the first Anna Chaplain and still works alongside Rachel in this capacity some of the time. She is being funded by the Bible Reading 
Fellowship to develop a national network of Anna Chaplains and to resource older people’s spiritual journey through The Gift of Years. Visit 
www.thegiftofyears.org.uk to find out more.

Research undertaken by Age UK in 2014 found that 
two-fifths of all older people in the UK (around 3.9 
million) say that television is their main source of 
company. Many older people struggle with loneliness, 
isolation and limiting health conditions. They do not 
always have the wealth of stimuli, relationships or 
distractions that younger people do, or that they 
themselves used to.

But there is another side to the story – and Anna is the 
starting point for this (see Luke 2:36-38). Yes, she was 
an older widow and therefore vulnerable. But she was 
also a woman of great strength, prayer and spiritual 
maturity, who brought reassurance to Jesus’ young 
mother. Age can bring fresh spiritual opportunities.

Meet Rachel 
Rachel Sturt 
Anna Chaplain to 
older people 
Alton, Hampshire 
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Old age brings 
challenges  
and fresh 
opportunities 
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Anna Chaplains come 
alongside individuals… 

Organise special  
services and activities… 
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Rachel and Debbie visit older people in their homes 
and in residential care, particularly trying to search out 
the most isolated. They: 

 ● intentionally draw alongside individuals to listen 
and connect

 ● honour the life stories of the people they are with, 
and respond to whatever each individual raises

 ● empower older people to find strength to process 
the loss, change or uncertainty they are facing

 ●  inspire everyone to make the most of a season 
of life that is just as valuable to God as the ones 
preceding it.

As well as having one-to-one conversations, Anna 
Chaplains organise acts of worship and reflection for 
those who want to join in with them, particularly in the 
care homes. 

All of this involves working closely with others 
involved with caring for older people – including some 
surprising volunteers! One of these is a lady called Mac 
who had just moved to the area and was in her eighties 
herself. The Anna Chaplains discovered Mac’s keen 
knitting habit while they were helping her find people 
to connect with, and they used it to create Angel 
Everlasting!

This is Angel Stay Close, made by Becky Shaylor, who 
is an occupational therapist and one of the volunteers 
known as ‘Friends of Anna’. Angel Stay Close has been 
a source of hope and strength as she accompanies 
chaplains on visits.

The stories the Anna Chaplains have could fill 
pages and pages. In each of them there is a small 
act of authentic kindness – a home-made sunshine 
ball, a carefully planned tea party or a prayer walk 
thoughtfully condensed to the length of a lounge. 
They provide a powerful sense of Christ’s tangible and 
intricately personal love shining through.

 

And work with others  
providing care to older 
people… 

Team leader for the Anna Chaplain network Debbie 
Thrower and former Anna Chaplain in Alton Helen Jesty 
meet with the Bluebird Carers’ Group  
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Meet Angel Everlasting 
and Angel Stay Close 

…offering tactile comfort and 
helpful talking points. 
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Anna Chaplains express Christ’s love  
in so many tangible, personal ways. 
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Thank you 

Debbie Thrower, an Anglican licensed lay minister 
who leads the network of Anna Chaplains, shares a 
few words of thanks to everyone in the Methodist 
Church for funding Rachel’s role and for advocating 
and supporting chaplaincy work generally:

“John Wesley wanted to be out there with 
people, and chaplaincy is all about being out 
there. This century, the Methodist Church has 
really taken a lead in propagating chaplaincy in 
exciting ways: in casinos, airports and all sorts 
of places besides the places we’re talking 
about here. We’re hugely grateful for how it’s 
allowed our form of chaplaincy to develop; 
it’s a liberating force for this brilliant way of 
releasing people’s gifts and talents in order 
to serve God and people. Thank you for 
supporting mission in Britain!”

We want to add our thanks too. Your prayers and 
generosity help uphold Matt’s, Rachel’s and so many 
other people’s work. Today you have heard how 
chaplains come alongside people to be part of bringing 
God’s comfort into their lives and circumstances. 
But you have been part of this too; your prayers and 
generosity help to make all their work possible. Be 
encouraged!

Debbie Thrower (right) 
Anna Chaplain and Leader of the Gift of Years Team  
www.thegiftofyears.org.uk  
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